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Weslee Dunster is one sister who has always been about the practical side, earning her way to Boston
University through good, old-fashioned hard work. Who needs Prada when you've got brains, right? Wrong!
With her GAP khakis and humble background, Weslee's no match for the wealthy New Englanders who
seem to look at her like she's stepped out of a Sears catalog. The women in Wes's new sphere treat shopping
like a contact sport, and they never met a friend they didn't want to trash as soon as her back was turned. And
the brothers will snub you for having skin that's a shade past café au lait or an accent that's one generation
from Jamaica.

Now, caught up in a hectic lifestyle filled with designer clothes, expensive highlights, finger-aching bling, air
kissing, fine-looking players, lies, betrayals, and other things her once-sensible life didn't demand, Wes is in
for the ride of her life--one that could have her crashing and burning. . .unless she can figure out the rules of
the game and how to break them. . .

"Charming."--Kayla Perrin

"Entertaining."--Nina Foxx

"Engaging."--Karen V. Siplin

Joanne Skerrett is an editor at The Boston Globe. She Who Shops is her first novel, and she's currently
working on her second, soon to be published by Strapless.
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From reader reviews:

Julia Gilmore:

Hey guys, do you wishes to finds a new book to see? May be the book with the name She Who Shops
suitable to you? The actual book was written by well-known writer in this era. The actual book untitled She
Who Shopsis the main of several books this everyone read now. This book was inspired a lot of people in the
world. When you read this publication you will enter the new dimension that you ever know prior to. The
author explained their strategy in the simple way, thus all of people can easily to comprehend the core of this
guide. This book will give you a lot of information about this world now. In order to see the represented of
the world on this book.

Dan Morris:

Do you have something that you prefer such as book? The book lovers usually prefer to decide on book like
comic, short story and the biggest an example may be novel. Now, why not trying She Who Shops that give
your pleasure preference will be satisfied by reading this book. Reading routine all over the world can be
said as the opportinity for people to know world far better then how they react to the world. It can't be
claimed constantly that reading practice only for the geeky particular person but for all of you who wants to
be success person. So , for every you who want to start looking at as your good habit, it is possible to pick
She Who Shops become your starter.

Coralee Lowe:

This She Who Shops is great reserve for you because the content which is full of information for you who
have always deal with world and get to make decision every minute. This kind of book reveal it information
accurately using great plan word or we can claim no rambling sentences included. So if you are read it
hurriedly you can have whole info in it. Doesn't mean it only gives you straight forward sentences but
challenging core information with beautiful delivering sentences. Having She Who Shops in your hand like
finding the world in your arm, info in it is not ridiculous a single. We can say that no publication that offer
you world with ten or fifteen moment right but this publication already do that. So , this is good reading
book. Heya Mr. and Mrs. busy do you still doubt in which?

Rose Taylor:

Is it you who having spare time after that spend it whole day by simply watching television programs or just
resting on the bed? Do you need something totally new? This She Who Shops can be the solution, oh how
comes? A fresh book you know. You are therefore out of date, spending your time by reading in this brand
new era is common not a nerd activity. So what these textbooks have than the others?
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